Autophagy facilitates multidrug resistance development through inhibition of apoptosis in breast cancer cells
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Acquired multidrug resistance (MDR) is the main mechanism of chemotherapeutic drugs resistance. Nevertheless, the mechanisms of MDR are complex and still not very clear. Recently, including our previous study, several studies have revealed that macroautophagy (here referred to as autophagy) induced by anti-cancer drugs in breast cancer cells may facilitate the development of resistance to epirubicin (EPI), paclitaxel (PTX), tamoxifen or herceptin. Whereas there are a few studies on the relationship between autophagy and MDR, especially the studies designed directly employing induced resistant breast cancer cells. Based on previous study, we explored the relationship between autophagy and MDR. The results showed that induced EPI-resistant MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells were simultaneously resistant to PTX and vinorelbine (NVB), which demonstrated that the cells obtained MDR phenotype. Furthermore, PTX and NVB could also induce autophagy in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells, and the induced autophagy protected the cells from apoptosis, which facilitated the development of resistance to PTX and NVB. Thus, autophagy promoted the development of MDR in breast cancer cells through inhibition of apoptosis. In addition, we found that P-glycoprotein (Pgp) was overexpressed in MCF-7er and SK-Br-3er cells. And we preliminarily investigated the relationship between autophagy and P-glycoprotein (Pgp). The results showed that the expression of the protein did not obviously change despite the inhibition of autophagy. Therefore, the role of Pgp in the development of MDR might be independent of autophagy. Also this finding implies that autophagy might be a target to overcome MDR in breast cancer cells, and clinical use autophagy inhibitors might be one of the important strategies for overcoming MDR in breast cancer therapy.
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Epirubicin (EPI), paclitaxel (PTX) and vinorelbine (NVB) are active drugs against breast cancer, and are often used clinically for first- or second-line treatment of breast cancer [1]. Unfortunately, the acquired resistance of breast cancer cells to these drugs seriously limited their use. The mechanisms of resistance are complex and still not entirely clear. It is considered that acquired multidrug resistance (MDR) is the main mechanism of chemotherapeutic drugs resistance [2,3]. However, the molecular mechanisms of MDR are numerous. Among these mechanisms, the one that is the most important and the most studied is ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, which locate on plasma membrane and extrude a broad spectrum of drugs from the cells [4,5,6]. P-glycoprotein (Pgp, also known as ABCB1 or MDR1), the best studied one of the ABC transporter family, may lead to resistance of anticancer drugs through dramatically decreasing the cellular accumulation of a variety of drugs including EPI, PTX and NVB [4,5,6]. It has been proved that the overexpression of Pgp is a main mechanism of MDR [4].

Autophagy is a process of cellular catabolic degradation. It recycles energy from cells own bulk cytoplasm, damaged proteins and organelles, and helps the cell to adapt to starvation or stress (such as hypoxia, γ-ray and anti-cancer drugs). However, in some cell lines, autophagy also promotes cell death through inducing autophagic cell death (ACD) or enhancing induction of apoptosis, in some cases [7-15]. Recently, a growing amount of evidence suggested that various anticancer therapies (such

Abbreviations: EPI: Epirubicin; PTX: Paclitaxel; NVB: Vinorelbine; MAP1-LC3 or LC3: Microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3; MCF-7er: EPI-resistant MCF-7 cell; MDC: Monodansylcadaverine; MDR: Multidrug resistance
as chemotherapy, hormone therapy, irradiation and targeted therapy) could induce autophagy in diverse of cancer cell lines. Even so, the role of induced autophagy in cancer treatment is still controversial. Some studies showed that autophagy induced by anticancer therapy was a prodeath mechanism, and induction of autophagy was favor for therapy. While more studies showed that induced autophagy was a prosurvival mechanism, which indicated that the induced autophagy might mediate the resistance development of cancer cells for therapy. There have been several comprehensive reviews on it [8,16,17]. Our previous study found that the autophagy was significantly increased at basal level as well as after exposing to EPI in induced MCF-7er cells, compared with parental MCF-7 cells. And the induced autophagy protected cells from apoptosis, which facilitated the development of resistance to EPI [18]. The results were laterly confirmed again by Chittaranjan et al. in triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells [19]. Moreover, several other studies also successively found that induced autophagy contributed to the development of resistance to anticancer drugs (tamoxifen, herceptin or PTX) through inhibiting the occurrence of apoptosis in induced-resistant breast cancer cells [20-22]. However, these studies did not further investigate the function of autophagy in the development of MDR. Consequently, the role of autophagy in MDR has yet to be defined.

In this study, we used parental MCF-7 and SK-BR-3 cells and derived EPI-resistant MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells as the cell model to explore the significance of autophagy in the development of MDR. In addition to EPI, we found that MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells were simultaneous resistance to PTX and NVB. Moreover, PTX and NVB also induced autophagy in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells, and the induced autophagy protected the cells from apoptosis, which contributed MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells producing cross-resistance to PTX and NVB. In addition, we found that Pgp, a vital factor of MDR, was overexpressed in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells, and the level of the protein did not obviously change when autophagy was inhibited. Thus, because of upregulating of autophagy, the selection of various doses of EPI confers MDR phenotype on MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells. And the upregulated autophagy protects the cells from death through inhibition of apoptosis. Therefore, autophagy has a role in the development of MDR phenotype, which might be independent of Pgp.

Materials and methods

**Agents and antibodies.** Monodansylcadaverine (MDC, catalog number: 30432), MTT (catalog number: M2128) and trypan blue (catalog number: T6146) were from Sigma. EPI was from Pfizer Pharmaceuticals Limited (catalog number: H20000496). NVB was from Haosen Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (catalog number: 020048). PTX was from Sichuan Taiji Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (catalog number: 33069-62-4). Z-VAD-fmk (catalog number: KGA8254) was from Nanjing KeyGen Biotech. Co., Ltd.. Rabbit polyclonal anti-human MAPLC3β (H50) was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (catalog number: sc-28266). Goat polyclonal anti-rabbit β-actin (catalog number: ab8227), rabbit polyclonal anti-human ATG7 (catalog number: ab53255), rabbit monoclonal anti-human beclin1 (catalog number: ab51031), rabbit polyclonal anti-human active caspase-9 (catalog number: ab2324) and rabbit polyclonal anti-human P-Glycoprotein (catalog number: ab98322) were obtained from Abcam.

**Cell culture.** MCF-7 cells and SK-BR-3 cells (from American Type Culture Collection) were cultured at 37°C in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin in a humid incubator with 5% CO₂. EPI-resistant MCF-7er cells were sustained with 2.5 μM EPI, and SK-BR-3er cells with 3.0 μM EPI.

**EPI-resistant cell (SK-BR-3er cell) induction.** Cells were seeded in 25-cm² tissue culture flasks and were allowed to reach about 80% confluency in fresh medium before treating with EPI. The dose of EPI begun with 0.06 μM (1/50 IC50, IC50: 3.0 μM in SK-BR-3 cells), and it was increased by a dose gradient that was 25 ~50% of the previous dose. The next dose was given, until the cells were stable in proliferation without significant death. During the induction of SK-BR-3er cells, the cells were subcultured when they reached ≥85% confluency.

**Cell proliferation and death assay.** For the proliferation assay, cells were seeded at 8×10⁴ cells per well in 96-well flat-bottomed plates, and were allowed to attach overnight at 37°C. Afterwards, medium containing agents was added to each well, and cells were further cultured at 37°C for the indicated times. The number of viable cells was estimated using MTT. The absorbance was measured at 490 nm with a microplate reader. The results were from three independent experiments of each group.

For the cell death assay with trypan blue dye exclusion, cells were seeded at 5×10⁴ cells in 12.5-cm² tissue culture flasks, and were treated as described for the MTT assay for the indicated times. Cells were trypsinized at the indicated times, and the number of dead cells was counted. Tests were repeated independently three times.

**Western blot.** For the western blot analysis, cells were seeded in 25-cm² tissue culture flasks and were allowed to reach about 80% confluency in fresh medium before treatment with the agents. After treatment, detached and attached cells were collected by centrifugation, and whole-cell lysates were obtained using a lysis buffer (1×PBS pH 7.6, 1% NP-40, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate and 0.5% sodium deoxycholate supplemented with inhibitor cocktails). About 30-50 μg total protein from each group was electrophoretically separated by 12 or 15% SDS-PAGE, and electrotransferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (PVDF membranes). The PVDF membranes were blocked by 5% non-fat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline-Tween 20 (TBST, pH 7.6) for 1 h at room temperature, incubated with light agitation in primary antibodies diluted in 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST overnight at 4°C, washed with TBST three times, and incubated with light agitation in secondary antibodies diluted in 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST for


1 h at room temperature, and then the proteins were detected with electrochemiluminescence (ECL).

**Monodansylcadaverine sequestration assay.** The MDC sequestration assay was performed as previously described. [18,20] Cells were treated with agents for the indicated time, and then they were treated with MDC (0.1 mM) for 1 h at 37°C. Detached and attached cells (n = 2.5×10^6) were collected by centrifugation at 2,500 rpm for 5 min. To the collected cells, 400 μl of the lysis buffer was added. The cells were resuspended in the lysis buffer and incubated on ice with light agitation for 30 min. Lysates were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 min, and then the fluorescence of the supernatant was detected with an emission of 535 nm and an excitation of 480 nm with the microplate fluorometer. MDC fluorescence was detected in three independent experiments for each group.

**EGFP-LC3 transfection.** The pEGFP-LC3 plasmid was a kind gift from Professor T. Yoshimori and Ms. H. Omori (Department of Cellular Regulation Research Institute for Microbial Diseases, Osaka University, Japan). The plasmids were transfected into cells by Lipofectamine 2000, the transfection was performed according to the instructions of the manufacturer, and the clones with stable expression of GFP-LC3 were selected by G418.

**Fluorescence microscopy.** EGFP-tagged LC3 cells (n = 2×10^6) were seeded on coverslips in 6-well plates and attached overnight. Then the cells were treated with agents for the indicated time, and the fluorescence of GFP was assessed with a fluorescence microscope.

**Downregulation of BECLIN 1 and ATG7 with short hairpin RNA (shRNA).** The human sh-BECLIN 1 targeting sequence was CAGTTTGGCACAATCAATA, and human sh-ATG7 targeting sequence was GGAGTCACAGCTCTTCCTT. [23] The sh-BECLIN 1, ATG7 and control scrambled plasmids were synthesized by GenePharma. The plasmids were transfected into MCF-7er cells by Lipofectamine 2000. To assay the downregulation effects on Beclin 1 and Atg7, the proteins were detected through western blot after transfection with the plasmids for 48 h.

**Statistical analyses.** Statistical comparisons of mean values were carried out using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). P ≤0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

**MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells were cross-resistance to PTX and NVB.** As we previously reported, the induced MCF-7er cells could tolerate 6.0 μM EPI, and the IC50 of MCF-7er cells to EPI was about four times that of MCF-7 cells (10.3 μM Vs 2.5 μM).[18] To investigate whether MCF-7er cells were cross-resistance to PTX and NVB, the IC50 of MCF-7 cells and MCF-7er cells to PTX and NVB were tested with MTT. The IC50 of MCF-7 cells to PTX was 8.5 nM and NVB were 1.5 μM (Fig. 1A and B). While the IC50 of MCF-7er cells to PTX was about three times that of MCF-7 cells and NVB was about nine times (26.5 nM Vs 8.5 nM and 13.0 μM Vs 1.5 μM, respectively) (Fig. 1A and B). In addition, we did a stepwise selection with various doses of EPI in SK-BR-3 cells to induce EPI resistant cells (SK-BR-3er cells) (Supplementary Fig. S1). SK-BR-3er cells could tolerate 9.0 μM EPI, and the IC50 of SK-BR-3er cells (13.0 μM) was over four times that of SK-BR-3 cells (3.0 μM) assayed by MTT (Supplementary Fig. S2). Similarly, the IC50 of SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB was tested by MTT. The results showed that the IC50 of SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB was about 2.5 times and 4.0 times that of SK-BR-3 cells (24.0 nM Vs 9.6 nM, 8.5 μM Vs 2.0 μM, respectively) (Fig. 1C and D). Therefore, the induced-EPI resistant MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells were cross-resistance to PTX and NVB.

**Autophagy was upregulated in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells exposed to PTX and NVB.** We had found that MCF-7er cells presented increased level of basal autophagy and increased autophagy in response to EPI treatment when compared to the parental MCF-7 cells.[18] To investigate whether PTX and NVB could also induce autophagy in MCF-7er cells, the cells were respectively treated with 8.5 nM PTX and 1.5 μM NVB for 48h. The cells were then stained with monodansylcadaverine (MDC) and the MDC sequestration assay was tested. MDC is a selective marker for autophagic vacuoles and used to quantitatively detect autophagy.[24] The OD values of the fluorescence of MDC were significantly increased when MCF-7er cells were treated with PTX and NVB (MCF-7er compared with MCF-7er plus PTX, p < 0.001; MCF-7er compared with MCF-7er plus NVB, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2A). At the same time, the conversion of microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 (MAP1-LC3 or LC3) was detected with western blot. LC3-I is cytosolic and changes to the LC3-II form through conjugating to phosphatidylethanolamine (PE). When autophagy occurs, LC3-II is located on the membrane of phagophores and autophagosomes, and is the only protein in higher eukaryotes that is specifically associated with autophagosomes and a reliable marker of autophagy [25,26]. The western blot showed that more LC3-I (18 KDa) was converted into LC3-II (16 KDa) when MCF-7er cells were exposed to PTX and NVB for 48h (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the formation of autophagosomes was observed with the MCF-7er cells expressed of EGFP-tagged LC3 through fluorescence microscopy. In keeping with the increase of MDC fluorescence and LC3-II accumulation in MCF-7er cells, more bright green punctate autophagosomes were observed in EGFP-LC3 MCF-7er cells after exposing to PTX and NVB for 48h (Fig. 2C). Also, the OD values of MDC fluorescence remarkably increased when SK-BR-3er cells were treated with PTX, NVB and EPI (SK-Br-3er compared with SK-Br-3er plus PTX, p = 0.001; SK-Br-3er compared with SK-Br-3er plus NVB, p < 0.001; SK-Br-3er compared with SK-Br-3er plus EPI, p = 0.002). (Fig. 2D). All of the data suggested that autophagy was upregulated in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells exposed to PTX and NVB.

**Inhibition of autophagy by sh-BECLIN 1 or sh-ATG7 increased the sensitivity of MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB.** To investigate the function of autophagy
induced by PTX and NVB in MCF-7er cells, we inhibited autophagy by the down-regulation of Beclin 1 with sh-Beclin 1. Beclin 1 is one of the indispensable upstream proteins of autophagy in mammal, and it is stable expression in MCF-7 cells.[18,27] After the cells being transfected with sh-Beclin 1 or scramble sh-RNA for 48 h, the levels of Beclin 1 were detected with western blot. The western blot showed that the level of Beclin 1 significantly decreased in sh-Beclin 1 group, while the scramble group did not obviously change (Fig. 3A). After treatment with scramble sh-RNA or sh-Beclin 1 for 48 h, MCF-7er cells were treated with PTX for another 48 h. Then MDC sequestration assay was tested. The results showed that the OD values of MDC fluorescence of cells treated with sh-Beclin 1 plus PTX were significantly lower than that of cells treated with PTX alone or PTX plus scramble sh-RNA (PTX compared with PTX plus sh-Beclin 1, \( p < 0.001 \); PTX plus scramble compared with PTX plus sh-Beclin 1, \( p < 0.001 \)). (Fig. 3B). Correspondingly, the formation of autophagosomes in sh-Beclin 1 EGFP-LC3 MCF-7er cells also dramatically decreased (Fig. 3C). The data indicated that autophagy was inhibited effectively. In accordance with the inhibition of autophagy by sh-Beclin 1, the viability of MCF-7er cells treated by sh-Beclin 1 plus PTX also significantly decreased (\( p = 0.04 \)) (Fig. 3D). But the cell death of MCF-7er cells treated with PTX plus sh-Beclin 1 was still lower than that of parental MCF-7 cells treated with EPI (\( p = 0.02 \)) (Fig. 3D). Meanwhile,

Figure 1. MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells were cross-resistance to PTX and NVB. (A) MCF-7 cells and MCF-7er cells were treated with different concentrations of PTX for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments. (B) MCF-7 cells and MCF-7er cells were treated with different concentrations of NVB for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments. (C) SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells were treated with different concentrations of PTX for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments. (D) SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells were treated with different concentrations of NVB for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments.
the cleaved caspase-9 (37 KDa) was detected by western blot. The level of cleaved caspase-9 was significantly increased when MCF-7er cells were treated by PTX plus sh-BECLIN1 (Fig. 3E). It indicated that the inhibition of autophagy enhanced apoptosis in MCF-7er cells. And it was confirmed by the increased cell death from autophagy inhibition was inhibited with Z-VAD-fmk (a pan-caspase inhibitor) (Fig. 3D). Similar results were reached with NVB (data not shown). In addition, to avoid off target effects, we repeated the study with sh-ATG7. Atg7 is a key protein for autophagosomes biogenesis [12]. The level of Atg7 was also dramatically decreased by sh-ATG7, which led to the inhibition of autophagy (Supplementary Fig. S3A and B). And the viability of MCF-7er cells treated by sh-ATG7 plus PTX also significantly decreased (p = 0.007) (Supplementary Fig. S3C). Similarly, more cleaved caspase-9 accumulated in MCF-7er cells exposed to PTX plus sh-ATG7, and the increased cell death from autophagy inhibition was inhibited with Z-VAD-fmk (Supplementary Fig. S3C and D). Also, in SK-BR-3er cells, autophagy was inhibited with sh-BECLIN1 (Supplementary Fig. S4A and B) and sh-ATG7 (data not shown), which led to increasing of the cell death through induction of apoptosis, when treated with PTX (Supplementary Fig. S4C and D) and NVB (data not shown).

In brief, the autophagy induced by PTX and NVB in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells also protected cells from apoptosis. And inhibition of autophagy by sh-BECLIN1 or sh-ATG7 prevented the accumulation of cleaved caspase-9, which led to the increased cell death through induction of apoptosis.
increased the sensitivity of MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB through enhancing induction of apoptosis.

**Pgp was overexpressed and independent of autophagy in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells.** To investigate the role of ABC family in the resistance development of MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB, basal level of Pgp was detected with western blot in parental MCF-7 and SK-BR-3 cells and derived MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells. The results showed that the level of the protein was obviously increased in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells compared with that in parental MCF-7 and SK-BR-3 cells (Fig. 4A). Thus, during the course of induction with various doses of EPI, Pgp was upregulated in MCF-7er and
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SK-BR-3er cells. Furthermore, to investigate the relationship between autophagy and Pgp in the development of resistance to PTX and NVB, the level of Pgp was detected with western blot when MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells were treated with sh-BECLIN 1 or sh-ATG7 for 48 h. The western blot showed that the level of Pgp did not obviously change when autophagy was inhibited with sh-BECLIN 1 or sh-ATG7 (Fig. 4B and C). In addition, the expression of Pgp in MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells was not obviously affected by PTX and NVB treatment after autophagy blocking (Fig. 4D). Therefore, the role of Pgp might be independent of autophagy in the resistance development of MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells to PTX and NVB.

Discussion

In this study, we showed that induced EPI-resistant MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells were cross-resistance to PTX and NVB. Moreover, PTX and NVB could induce autophagy in MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells. And the induced autophagy facilitated the development of acquired MDR phenotype through inhibition of apoptosis.

Recently, a series of studies demonstrated that autophagy induced by anti-cancer treatment was a protective mechanism, which indicated that autophagy might mediate the resistance of cancer cells to anticancer treatment [28-49]. As a matter of fact, we and other several studies had confirmed the inference using induced resistant breast cancer cell model [18-22]. However, these studies did not directly investigate the relationship between autophagy and MDR, which is the main mechanism of anticancer drugs resistance. Similar to EPI, we found that the IC50 of MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells to PTX and NVB was significantly increased compared to that of parental MCF-7 and SK-BR-3 cells. So MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells presented resistance to EPI, PTX and NVB simultaneously. The phenomenon was in agreement with the concept of MDR. The relationship between autophagy and apoptosis is complex, they are mutual inhibition, under some conditions [15,50]. In our previous study, mitochondria was damaged in a short time when MCF-7 cells were treated with EPI, but only a few of cells exhibited apoptosis, and more cells underwent autophagy. The reasons lay in autophagosomes engulfed the damaged mitochondria, which led to insufficient cytochrome c being released to activate caspase-9 and apoptosis [18]. In this study, there was only a small amount of cleaved caspase-9 accumulation in MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells when treated with PTX and NVB, and cells presented more autophagy. However, the level of cleaved caspase-9 dramatically increased when autophagy was inhibited by sh-BECLIN 1 or sh-ATG7, and the cell death of MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells was also dramatically increased accordingly. So, autophagy induced by PTX and NVB protected MCF-7-er cells from cell death through inhibiting the occurrence of apoptosis, too. It was confirmed again by the decrease of increased cell death due to inhibition of autophagy after inhibition of apoptosis with Z-VAD-fmk. Therefore, autophagy played a role in the development of MDR phenotype in MCF-7-er and SK-BR-3-er cells.
through inhibition of apoptosis. It was worthwhile to note that the cell death of MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells treated with sh-
BECLIN1 or sh-ATG7 plus PTX or NVB was still lower than that of parental MCF-7 and SK-BR-3 cells treated with PTX or NVB. It further illustrates the complexity of the mechanisms of MDR, and autophagy is just one of them.

It is well known that the molecular mechanisms of MDR are intricate, and there are a number of factors involved in, including decreased uptake of drugs, decreased capacity of drugs to get rid of cells owing to various changes in cells, increased efflux pump and so on [4]. ABC transporters are the most important and the most studied efflux pumps. And Pgp is the best studied one of the ABC transporter families, which is mainly exhibited in the transport epithelium of the liver, kidney and gastrointestinal tract, at pharmacological barrier sites [5]. The protein may discharge a large variety of chemotherapeutic drugs from the cell, including EPI, PTX and NVB, leading to insufficient drugs accumulation to kill the cells. It has been found that Pgp is wildly expressed in many human cancers, which is related to poor clinical outcome of breast cancer, sarcoma and some types of leukemia [5]. Thus the overexpression of Pgp is a pivotal factor of the MDR phenotype development. Recently, Ajabnoor et al. found that the induced paclitaxel-resistant MCF-7TaxR cells overexpressed Pgp, but the cells did not show obvious cross-resistance to other anticancer drugs (doxorubicin, etoposide, cisplatin and carboplatin) [22]. While, our results showed that the MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells overexpressed Pgp and were simultaneous resistance to different chemotherapeutic drugs EPI, PTX and NVB. Therefore, the protein of Pgp also played a role in the development of acquired MDR phenotype in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells.

As mentioned above, Pgp and autophagy were involved in the development of MDR in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells simultaneously. Following, we preliminarily investigated the relationship between them. And the results showed that the sensitivity of MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells to PTX and NVB was restored after inhibition of autophagy, while the level of Pgp did not obviously change. Therefore, the role of the protein might be independent of autophagy in the development of MDR. But it needs further study.

In brief, our study showed that the induced MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells obtained MDR phenotype. Similar to EPI, PTX and NVB could also induce autophagy in MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells. Moreover, the induced autophagy protected the cells from apoptosis, which facilitated the development of resistance to these drugs. Therefore, autophagy played a role in the development of MDR phenotype. At the same time, MCF-7er and SK-BR-3er cells overexpressed Pgp, which was independent of autophagy in MDR development. Our results suggested that autophagy might be a target to overcome MDR in breast cancer therapy. Nevertheless, the molecular mechanisms of autophagy and acquired MDR, and the relationship between autophagy and other factors of acquired MDR need further studies.

Conclusions

Above of all, we conclude that autophagy facilitates the development of MDR in breast cancer cells through inhibition of apoptosis. And it might be independent of Pgp in MDR. Moreover, this finding indicates that autophagy might be a target to overcome MDR, and the combination of chemotherapy and an autophagy inhibitor might be a potent therapeutic strategy for overcoming MDR in breast cancer treatment.

Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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Supplementary Information

Figure S1. Stepwise drug selection to establish EPI-resistant SK-BR-3 cells (SK-BR-3er cells). The dose of EPI began with 0.06 μM (1/50 IC50, IC50: 3.0 μM in SK-BR-3 cells), and it was increased by a dose gradient that was 25–50% of the previous dose. SK-BR-3er cells could tolerate 9.0 μM EPI. During the stepwise drug selection process, cells were not clonal selected.

Figure S2. IC50 of SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells to EPI. SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells were treated with different concentrations of EPI for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments.
Figure S3. Inhibition of autophagy by sh-ATG7 increased the sensitivity of MCF-7er cells to PTX. (A) Atg7 was detected with western blot after MCF-7er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h. (B) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX for another 48 h, then treated with 0.1 mM MDC for 1 h, and MDC sequestration was measured with a microplate fluorometer. The OD values of MDC fluorescence (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments (PTX compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p < 0.001; PTX plus scramble compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p < 0.001). (C) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX plus or minus 20 μM Z-VAD-fmk for 48 h. Cell viability was measured with trypan blue exclusion. The number of viable cells (mean ± S.E.) was derived from three independent experiments, and the results are expressed as the relative percentage of each group compared to control (PTX alone compared to PTX plus sh-ATG7, p = 0.007; PTX plus sh-ATG7 compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7 and Z-VAD-fmk, p = 0.003; MCF-7 with PTX compared to MCF-7er with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p = 0.042). (D) Cleaved caspase-9 was detected with western blot after MCF-7er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX for 48 h.
Figure S4. Inhibition of autophagy by sh-BECLIN 1 increased the sensitivity of SK-BR-3er cells to PTX. (A) Beclin 1 was detected with western blot after SK-BR-3er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-BECLIN 1 for 48 h. (B) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-BECLIN 1 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX for another 48 h, then treated with 0.1 mM MDC for 1 h, and MDC sequestration was measured with a microplate fluorometer. The OD values of MDC fluorescence (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments (PTX compared with PTX plus sh-BECLIN 1, p = 0.001; PTX plus scramble compared with PTX plus sh-BECLIN 1, p = 0.001). (C) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-BECLIN 1 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX plus or minus 20 μM Z-VAD-fmk for 48 h. Cell viability was measured with trypan blue exclusion. The number of viable cells (mean ± S.E.) was derived from three independent experiments, and the results are expressed as the relative percentage of each group compared to control (PTX alone compared with PTX plus sh-BECLIN 1, p = 0.001; PTX plus sh-BECLIN 1 compared with PTX plus sh-BECLIN 1 and Z-VAD-fmk, p = 0.002; MCF-7 with PTX compared to MCF-7er with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p = 0.042). (D) Cleaved caspase-9 was detected with western blot after SK-BR-3er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-BECLIN 1 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX for 48 h.
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Supplementary Figure

Figure S1. Stepwise drug selection to establish EPI-resistant SK-BR-3 cells (SK-BR-3er cells). The dose of EPI began with 0.06 μM (1/50 IC50, IC50: 3.0 μM in SK-BR-3 cells), and it was increased by a dose gradient that was 25~50% of the previous dose. SK-BR-3er cells could tolerate 9.0 μM EPI. During the stepwise drug selection process, cells were not clonal selected.

Figure S2. IC50 of SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells to EPI. SK-BR-3 cells and SK-BR-3er cells were treated with different concentrations of EPI for 48 h, and the proliferation rate was assayed with MTT. The results (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments.
Figure S3. Inhibition of autophagy by sh-ATG7 increased the sensitivity of MCF-7er cells to PTX. (A) Atg7 was detected with western blot after MCF-7er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h. (B) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX for another 48 h, then treated with 0.1 mM MDC for 1 h, and MDC sequestration was measured with a microplate fluorometer. The OD values of MDC fluorescence (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments (PTX compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p < 0.001; PTX plus scramble compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p < 0.001). (C) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX plus or minus 20 μM Z-VAD-fmk for 48 h. Cell viability was measured with trypan blue exclusion. The number of viable cells (mean ± S.E.) was derived from three independent experiments, and the results are expressed as the relative percentage of each group compared to control (PTX alone compared to PTX plus sh-ATG7, p = 0.007; PTX plus sh-ATG7 compared with PTX plus sh-ATG7 and Z-VAD-fmk, p = 0.003; MCF-7 with PTX compared to MCF-7er with PTX plus sh-ATG7, p = 0.042). (D) Cleaved caspase-9 was detected with western blot after MCF-7er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-ATG7 for 48 h, followed by treatment with 8.5 nM PTX for 48 h.
Figure S4. Inhibition of autophagy by sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} increased the sensitivity of SK-BR-3er cells to PTX. (A) Beclin 1 was detected with western blot after SK-BR-3er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} for 48 h. (B) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX for another 48 h, then treated with 0.1 mM MDC for 1 h, and MDC sequestration was measured with a microplate fluorometer. The OD values of MDC fluorescence (mean ± S.E.) were from three independent experiments (PTX compared with PTX plus sh-\textit{BECLIN 1}, \( p = 0.001 \); PTX plus scramble compared with PTX plus sh-\textit{BECLIN 1}, \( p = 0.001 \)). (C) Cells were treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX plus or minus 20 μM Z-VAD-fmk for 48 h. Cell viability was measured with trypan blue exclusion. The number of viable cells (mean ± S.E.) was derived from three independent experiments, and the results are expressed as the relative percentage of each group compared to control (PTX alone compared with PTX plus sh-\textit{BECLIN 1}, \( p = 0.001 \); PTX plus sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} compared with PTX plus sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} and Z-VAD-fmk, \( p = 0.002 \); MCF-7 with PTX compared to MCF-7er with PTX plus sh-\textit{ATG7}, \( p = 0.042 \)). (D) Cleaved caspase-9 was detected with western blot after SK-BR-3er cells being treated with scramble sh-RNA or sh-\textit{BECLIN 1} for 48 h, followed by treatment with 9.6 nM PTX for 48 h.